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About Pennine 
 

 

From our 13,000 square foot historic premises located just above Halifax town centre, we are able 

to store and distribute a wide range of coffees, teas and associated accessories throughout the UK. 

As an independent distributor we source a wide range of branded and unbranded ingredients 

and equipment so you can choose the best value and most suitable products for your establishment. 

 

 

 

Address    Pennine Tea and Coffee Limited, 

    6-8 Hall Street, 

    Halifax, 

    West Yorkshire, 

    HX1 5AY. 

    Telephone/Fax 01422 347734 

    Sales 0800 2985211 

    e-mail sales@pennineteaandcoffee.co.uk 

    www.pennineteaandcoffee.co.uk 

 

Normal delivery day    Mon  | Tue  |Wed  |Thur  |Fri 

for our own vehicles   Local  | Gtr  |South | East  |North/West 

        | Manc |Yorks |Yorks |Yorks 

 

 

Deliveries by carriers to other areas take place any day. Orders to be placed by 2pm will be sent on 

next working day service 
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Index  

We supply Wholebean coffee in espresso blends including Lavazza, Topa De Coda and Kenco 

to use with traditional or bean to cup coffee systems. Also Country of Origin beans for use 

with cafetiere or retail grinders. Choose from filter ground coffee in 3 pint sachets or in pre 

measured sachets for Bulk Brew Machines, cafetiere ground coffee in 2 cup sachets. 

                              

 

Speciality teas and Herbal Infusions from Twinings including String and Tag and envelope 

packed tea bags, catering one cup tea bags including our own label blends, loose teas in 1kg 

bags. Also available Fairtrade tea and tea bags 

 
Our range of Hot Chocolate mixes in either powder or liquid form to use with hot milk or just 

plain hot water. 

 

 

Full range of products bearing the Fairtrade mark, Organic coffee and tea and Rainforest Alli-

ance certified coffee. We also have Drinking Chocolate and Sugar Sticks  Fairtrade certified. 

 

 

 

Dinkum thick milkshake mixes, Zuma Frappe and Sweetbird Smoothie mixes, Twinings Iced 

Teas. 

 

 

 

All the accessories a busy Barista needs. Frothing jugs and thermometers, cleaning powder, 

tampers, shakers, stencils and cream whippers. 

 

 

Choose from a range of different style hot paper cups, clear plastic cups for cold drinks, coffee 

clutchs, wooden stirrers, carry handle bags and plastic stirrers. 

 

 

 

Sugar sticks, coffee sachets, chocolate sachets. Also biscuits, flapjacks and pannetonne cake. 

 

 

Instant coffee, chocolate a milk topping powder suitable for canister instant drinks machines 

like the Bravilor Bolero. Incup drinks. Also paper coffee pods and plastic capsules of ingredi-

ents. 

 

 

Espresso cups, cappuccino cups. Buy cups with your own logo on, or have your cups branded 

with your own logo. 

 

 

Choose from a wide range of products including hot paper cups, coffee clutch's, porcelain 

cups and Barista aprons to put your name on. 

 

Coffee 4-9 

Tea 10-12 
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Fairtrade, Organic and Rainforest 

Alliance Products 16-18 

Cold Drinks 19 
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Compliments 20-21 

Disposables and Take 

Out Cups 22-23 

Individually wrapped 

products 24-26 

Instant drinks machine 

ingredients / Capsules 27-28 

Porcelain Cups 29-30 
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Products—31 
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Gold Selection Wholebean (6x1kg) LAVGOLD 8p per espresso 
A blend made up of sweet Brazilian coffees, smooth Central and South American and fine Asian 

Variaties. 

Tierra Sustainable Wholebean (6x1kg) LAVTIE 8p per espresso 
100% Arabicas from Colombia, Honduras and Peru. Produced in association with the Rainforest 

Alliance, Lavazza have invested in the growing regions. 

Top Class Wholebean (6x1kg) LAVTOPB 9p per espresso 
A selection of the sweetest and roundest Asian varieties carefully combined with the fragrant milds of 

Central American mountains and smooth Brazilian varieties. Produces a Chocolatey tasting espresso. 

Pienaroma Wholebean (6x1kg) LAVP 10p per espresso 
Fine 100% Arabicas from the plantations of the best Brazilian regions and fragrant milds from Latin 

American mountains give this blend its typical fruity and flowery aroma. 

Super Creme Wholebean (6x1kg) LAVSUP 8p per espresso 
A blend that combines sweet Brazilian coffees and Central and South American milds with sweet and 

particularly delicate Indonesian flavors. 

Grand Espresso Wholebean (6x1kg) LAVGRESP 7p per espresso 
The finest arabicas of Central and South America, blended with Asian and African washed robustas, offer 

a full-bodied, vigorous flavor. This blend is particularly appreciated by those who like a creamy Italian 

Creme e Aroma Wholebean (6x1kg) LAVCRA1 7p per espresso 
Strong and Intense, this rich espresso blend produces a smooth crema.  

Decaffeinated Espresso Beans (12x500g) LAVDEKB 9p per espresso 
A water-processed decaffeinated 100% Arabica blend, Dek has a rich, full, satisfying taste. This blend is 

perfect for espresso-based beverages with a high milk ratio such as mochas, lattes, and cappuccino. 

Lavazza Espresso Coffee Beans—Italy’s No. 1 
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Buono Wholebean (18x500g) TOPBU 6p per espresso 
Mahogany roasted to provide a traditional Italian style espresso, the Brazilian content 

really shines through the complex flavours of this strong blend. The thick dark 

crema and strength of Buono make it ideal for milk based drinks. 

Napoli Wholebean (18x500g) TOPNAP 6p per espresso 
A roast taking it's name from both a region and style of Italian espresso. 

Again Central and South American Arabicas are blended with just enough Robusta to 

give a rich thick Crema. The strength of this espresso makes it ideal for cappuccino 

Caffe Cultura Wholebean (18x500g) TOPCAC 6p per espresso 
This blend comprises mostly of Costa Rica and Kenyan origins giving a strong, slightly 

sour taste to the espresso. Light roasted so ideal for use in bean to cup machines. 

Topa De Coda Espresso Coffee Beans 

Espresso Facts: 

� Based on a 7g ground coffee 

dose from your grinder, each 

1kg of espresso beans will 

make 140 espresso shots. 

� Topa De Coda beans are in 

500g bags to keep the coffee 

fresher  for longer. 

Fairtrade Espresso Wholebean (18x500g) TOPFAIR 7p per espresso 
A blend of Arabicas from Fairtrade estates this espresso bears the Fairtrade mark 

of authenticity. A superb rich espresso with thick crema that goes equally well with 

milk as on it's own. 

Fairtrade Decaffeinated espresso ground coffee (100x7g sachets) 
If you would like to offer a Fairtrade alternative to your regular espresso bean blend, 

these pre-ground and pre-portioned sachets are ideal and vacuum sealed for freshness. 
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Kenco Sustainable Coffee (8x1kg) 7p per espresso shot 
Kenco Sustainable wholebean coffee for espresso systems which is Rainforest Alliance 

certified. Also available Kenco Continental Dark Roast wholebean coffee. 

Single Origin Wholebean Coffee (1kg) (Also available ground or green) 
Colombian, Monsoon Malabar, Costa Rican, Brazillian, Zaire Kivu, Sumatra, Kenya 

Blue Mountain, Mocha, Kenya Peaberry, Kenya AA, Java, Guatemalan, Colombian 

Decaffeinated. 

Blended Wholebean Coffee (1kg) 
Italian, Breakfast, High Mountain, Java Costa, Kenya Blended. 

Fairtrade, Organic and Rainforest Alliance Wholebean Coffee (1kg) 
Colombian Fairtrade, Costa Rican Fairtrade, Honduras Fairtrade, Peruvian Fairtrade, 

Ethiopian Fairtrade and Organic. 

Wholebean Coffee 

About Single Origins: 

� Most single origins are roasted to order to ensure fresh-

ness, so please allow 5 working days lead time. 

� Single Origins and blends can be supplied as Wholebean, 

Cafetiere Grind or Filter Grind - Please specifiy your prefer-

ence when you order. 

� Single Origins are also available in Green form for shop 

roasting. 
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Swaledale Blend (100x3 Pint) 7p per cup 
A 100% Arabica blend from Latin America, the power and robustness of Brazil and 

Colombia and the added sharpness of Honduras gives an exceptional blended coffee. 

Ribblesdale Blend (100x3 Pint) 7p per cup 
A medium to high roast blend of mixed origins from Honduras, Colombia and Brazil, 

providing a well rounded taste and smooth body. Ideal for all day drinking. 

Strauss Blend (100x3 Pint) 7p per cup 
A medium roast blend of Arabica origins Mocha, Colombia and Kivu, mixed with 

Tanzanian Robusta and a hint of fig to give a rich sweetness to the body taste. 

Old Vienna (100x3 Pint) 7p per cup 
A traditional Viennese blend with a hint of fig added for sweetness, combining the 

nutty flavour of Colombia with the sharpness of Honduras and the power of Brazilian 

Directors Blend (100x3 Pint) 7p per cup 
A 100% Arabica blend of Colombian, Ugandan, Honduras, Brazil and Kenyan origins 

producing a full bodied coffee, this exclusive blend gives a strong distinctive taste 

that demands a second cup. 

Knightsbridge Blend (100x3 Pint) 7p per cup 
A blend of Brazilian, Colombian and Honduras origins high roasted to give this 

exclusive blend a strong distinctive taste that demands a second cup. 

Morning Blend (100x3 Pint) 6p per cup 
Combining Colombian and Honduras Arabica origins with the Kick of Tanzanian 

Robusta roasted to create a smooth taste suitable for any occasion. 

Filter Coffee Sachets 

Fairtrade Colombian (100x3 Pint) 8p per cup 
Fairtrade mark certified coffee from the Colombian region, a smooth and pleasing 

light roasted filter coffee with typical Colombian caramelly taste. Also in Decaffeinated 
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Lavazza Gran Filtro (30x3 Pint) LAVGRFILT 12p per cup 
A prestigious 100% Arabica blend of mild coffees from the highlands of Central and 

South America, giving a full flavoured cup of aromatic coffee, fruity and sweetly 

fragrant, which will satisfy the most. Tierra blend filter is available in the same size. 

Twinings Rich (50x3 Pint) TWFRIC 0.08p per cup 
Smooth, rich with a delicious full flavour. Ideal for lunch, afternoon and evening. 

Twinings Mellow (50x3 Pint) TWFMEL 0.08p per cup 
Well rounded blend of smooth Colombian, Kenya and Costa Rican coffee. Ideal all day 

drinking blend. 

Filter Coffee Sachets 

Kenco Cafe 25 (50x3 pint) KENC25 0.08p per cup 
A smooth all day blend of origins, designed to be used with filter coffee machines. 

Kenco Sustainable (50x3 pint) KENSUS3 10p per cup 
A smooth blend for filter coffee machines using Rainforest Alliance certified coffee. 

Bulk Brew Blend (50x5 litre) PENBULK 0.06p per cup 
A smooth all day blend of origins, designed to be used with bulk brew coffee machines. 

Kenco Bulk Brew Coffee (10x500g) 
Specially formulated by Kenco for use in all Fresh brew coffee machines. Medium dark 

roast product for full body and flavour. 

We supply filter coffee equipment and accessories 

� Wide variety of 1.8 litre glass and steel jugs for filter coffee 

machines. Also vacuum flasks and airpots for thermo ma-

chines. 

� Cleaning powder or tablets can be purchased for cleaning 

filter machine jugs and baskets. Also a wide variety of filter 

papers can be purchased for your equipment. 

� All Pennine brand filter coffee sachets include the filter pa-

pers to brew the coffee with. 
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Colombian Cafetiere Sachets (60x2cup) PENCOL40 14p per cup 
Colombian coffee typically delivers an amazing flavour with a smooth, medium body. 

A characteristic of Colombian coffee is an almost sweet, caramelly taste. 

Costa Rican Cafetiere Sachets (60x2cup) PENCR40 14p per cup 
A small Central American region that produces coffee that is big on taste and 

flavour. A smooth and medium bodied coffee from a region that produces only the 

highest quality Arabica varieties. 

Java Cafetiere Sachets (60x2cup) PENJA40 14p per cup 
Grown on the main Island in Indonesia, and exclusively Arabica. Famed for it's 

strong, spicey flavours and heavy body with fantastic acid balance. Experienced 

drinkers will note it's chocolate like undertones. 

Kenyan Cafetiere Sachets (60x2cup) PENKEN40 14p per cup 
Considered one of the most purest and well rounded of all the African origin beans. 

Grown at high altitudes upto 7,000 feet it matures and ripens slowly, and is 

exclusively Arabica. A rich flavourful coffee with complex flavour undertones. 

Decaffeinated Cafetiere Sachets (60x2cup) PENDEC40 14p per cup 
Arabica mixed region decaffeinated using the Swiss Water method, Arabica beans 

already have less caffiene than Robusta, and the swiss water method uses no chemicals 

just charcoal filters. All the coffee taste, with 98% caffeine removed. 

Cafetiere Coffee Sachets 

Fairtrade Blended Cafetiere Sachets (60x2cup) FAIRCAFS 16p per cup 
A blend of Fairtrade origin beans to provide a fresh smooth tasting cafetiere 

coffee. Also Fairtrade Decaffeinated cafetiere sachets are available. 
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Pennine Gold Leaf Blend (1 cup 2x1100) PENGOLDTB 1p per cup 
A quality East African blend of fine leaf tea's in round bags. This tea has been blended 

to give a bright liquor with good strength ideally suitable for the English palate. 

Pennine Fairtrade Leaf Blend (1 cup 2x1100) FAIRCTB 1.5p per cup 
Fairtrade blend leaf tea in round tea bags. Kibena tea is part of the Tarigaryika Wattle 

Co. Ltd and it receives a Fairtrade premium over and above the market price for tea. 

Through the Fairtrade premium 

Pennine Loose Catering Tea (6x1kg) PENKENT 1p per cup 
Fine broken leaf tea from the Kericho region of Kenya, close to the reft valley. 

Produces a bright, brisk and refreshing tea. 

Tea Selection 

Pennine Speciality Loose  Tea (1kg) 
English Breakfast, Earl Grey, Darjeeling, Assam, Orange Pekoe, China Green, Jasmine, 

Lapsang. 

Twinings Everyday Tea Leaf Blend (1 cup 2x1100) TWEV1100 2p per cup 
Twinings blend Select leaf tea in square tea bags. 

Twinings Everyday Tea String & Tag Tea Bags (5x100) TWEVST 4p/cup 
The finest Kenyan and Indian teas have been selected and blended to provide an 

excellent infusion and a delicate, full flavour, whatever serving method is used. 

Twinings Everyday Tea envelope string & tag (6x50) TWEVENV 5p/cup 
The finest Kenyan and Indian teas have been selected and blended to provide an 

excellent infusion and a delicate, full flavour, whatever serving method is used. 
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Twinings Speciality String & Tag Tea Bags (1x100) 5p per cup 
Traditional English, Earl Grey, Darjeeling, Assam. 

Twinings Decaffeinated String & TagTea (1x100) TWSTDEC 7p per cup 
A specialist blend of Traditional English Tea with with caffeine naturally removed. 

Twinings Envelope wrapped String & Tag Tea Bags (6x50) 7p per cup 
Traditional English, Earl Grey, Darjeeling, Assam, Ceylon. 

Speciality Tea Selection 

Jacksons Fairtrade String and Tag Tea Bags (1x100) JACKFTS 5p/cup 
Fairtrade Mark certified string and tag tea bags from Jacksons in a counter top 

display box.  

Jacksons Fairtrade Envelope String & Tag Tea Bags (6x50) JACKFTE 
Fairtrade Mark certified string and tag tea bags in envelopes for hotel bedrooms. 

Pure White Tea (1x20) TWW 10p per cup 
Twinings Pure White Tea in envelopes. 

White Tea and Pomegranite (1x20) TWWP 10p per cup 
Twinings White Tea and Pomegranite in envelopes. 

Pure Green Tea (1x20) TWGRE 8p per cup 
Twinings green tea is a natural source of antioxidants, which may help protect the body 

from the damage caused by free radicals and is also reputed to aid digestion. 

Pure Green Tea, Orange and Lotus Flower (1x20) TWGREOL 8p per cup 
Twinings green tea is a natural source of antioxidants. 

Pure Green Tea and Cranberry (1x20) TWGRECR 8p per cup 
A light green tea blended with sweet cranberry to produce a delicious refreshing drink 
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Orange, Mango & Cinnamon Herbal Infusions (1x20) TWHOMC 7p a cup 
A delicious blend of fruits with an exotic spice that combines a taste of the tropics with 

the renowned warming properties of cinnamon. 

Cranberry & Sanguinello Orange Herbal Infusions (1x20) TWHCSO 7p 
Twinings Cranberry and Sanguinello Orange Herbal Infusion, a refreshing infusion 

inspired by the Mediterranean. 

Fruit and Herbal Infusions in Envelopes 

Blueberry and Apple Herbal Infusion (1x20) TWHCAM 7p per cup 
Twinings Blueberry and Apple herbal envelope tea bags. 

Pure Camomile Herbal Infusion (1x20) TWHPEP 7p per cup 
A light, delicate and relaxing infusion (delightful as a soothing nightcap) 

Pure Peppermint Herbal Infusion (1x20) TWHBGV 7p per cup 
With it’s distinctive, aromatic tang of peppermint (and its renowned digestive 

properties) this refreshing drink can really wake you. 

Blackcurrant, Ginseng and Vanilla Herbal Infusion (1x20) TWHCRE 
A reviving infusion, with a lively taste, that can really give you a boost. 

Cranberry, Raspberry and Elderflower Herbal Infusion (1x20) TWHCRE 
A tasty, uplifting blend to revive and refresh. 

Lemon and Ginger Herbal Infusions (1x20) TWHLG 7p per cup 
A warming infusion with a citrus tang. (Ginger can have digestive properties) 

Selection Packs (5x5) 8p per cup 
Four different selection pack options, each selection pack has a mixture of herbal 

infusions inside (5 of each variety, 25 herbal infusions total) 

Infusion Counter Top Display Pack (8x20) TWHDISP 10p per cup 
Contains two different Green Teas and 6 different Herbal Infusions in a cardboard 

counter top display unit. 
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Ghiradelli liquid chocolate Sauce (1x64floz) GHIRCS 23p per cup 
American produced liquid chocolate sauce in 3 flavours, to mix with hot milk. 

Ghiradelli Dark Chocolate - Ideal for Mocha and regular hot chocolate and for drizzling 

on the top of cappuccinos and lattes.  

Ghiradelli White Chocolate - For luxurious Mocha or an exclusive hot chocolate this 

white chocolate sauce adds value to your menu. 

Ghiradelli Creamy Caramel - Fantastic for a caramel mocha or drizzle on the top of a 

latte mixed with Davinci caramel syrup. 

Ghiradelli Sauce Pump - to purchase seperately for dosing the above. 

Hot Chocolate 

Zuma Hot Chocolate Powder (1x2kg) ZUHOTCH 17p per cup 
Zuma hot chocolate powders to mix with hot milk packed in a bulk tub with lid. 

Zuma Original Hot Chocolate Powder - Luxurious hot chocolate powder 

Zuma Fairtrade Hot Chocolate Powder  - Fairtrade Mark certified hot chocolate powder  

Cioccobon Hot Chocolate Powder (1x1.8kg) CIO1 22p per cup 
Cioccobon Italian thick hot chocolate powders to mix with hot milk packed in a bulk 

tub with lid. 

Cioccobon Dark Hot Chocolate Powder - Luxurious hot chocolate powder 

Cioccobon Bianco White Hot Chocolate Powder  - White hot chocolate powder  

Worlds Finest Dutch Hot Chocolate Mix (10x1kg) WFDUTCH 7p per cup 
Bulk packed hot chocolate mix to use with hot water. Ideal for use in Instant drinks 

systems like the Bravilor Bolero. Fairtrade hot chocolate is also available. 

Dropissimo Real Chocolate Drops (1x1kg) DROP1 
High quality chocolate drop made from the best Belgian chocolate, Dropissimo is 

formulated for it's unique suitability for blending. 

Belcolade Chocolate Shavings (1x3kg) BELCHSH 
Real Belgium chocolate shavings ideal for sprinkling on drinks or mixing with hot milk 

to make that hot chocolate drink people dream of. 
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Suchard Hot Chocolate Sachets (1x100x25g) SUCSACH  19p per cup 
Individual sachets of instant hot chocolate drink, each sachet makes one cup or mug of 

hot chocolate. Instant mix to be used with hot water. 

Hot Chocolate and other Hot Drinks 

Continental Hot Chocolate Sachets (1x100x25g) PENCONCSACH 13p 
Individual sachets of instant hot chocolate drink, each sachet makes one cup or mug of 

hot chocolate. Instant mix to be used with hot water. 

Fairtrade Hot Chocolate Sachets (1x100x18g) FAIRCHS 16p per cup 
Individual sachets of Fairtrade mark certified instant hot chocolate drink, each sachet 

makes one cup or mug of hot chocolate. Instant mix to be used with hot water.  

Pennine Van Houten Hot Chocolate Mix (1x625g) VANCHBOT 
Instant hot chocolate drink mix to be used with hot water, packed in a plastic container 

with screw top lid. Ideal for making drinks or topping cappuccinos and lattes. 

Hot Spiced Apple Drink Concentrate (1x64floz) APP1 41p per cup 
Concentrate for making a hot spiced Apple drink, 1floz concentrate to 7floz of hot 

water. Also in cases 4x64floz with free pump. 

Drink Me Chai (1x1kg) CHAISV 
Available as Vanilla Chai or Spiced Chai, a luxurious blend of cinnamon, ginger, 

cloves, black tea, milk and sugar. 

Zuma Chai (1x10xSachets)  CHAISS 
Available as Spiced Chai, Vanilla or Red Chai and Cranberry, single one mug sachets. 

Options Cafe Sachets (1x26xSticks) 
Options Cappuccino, Latte and Mocha flavour instant coffee drinks in single mug 

serving sticks, just add hot water. 
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Davinci Gourmet Flavoured Syrups for hot and cold drinks 9p per shot 
Flavour hot drinks like latte, and cold drinks like milkshake. 

Davinci Syrups in 75cl bottles:- Amaretto, Banana, Butterscotch, Caramel, 

Cinnamon, Chocolate, Gingerbread, Hazelnut, Irish Cream, Peppermint, Raspberry, 

Strawberry, Vanilla. 

Sweetbird Flavoured Syrups for hot and cold drinks 8p per shot 
Sweetbird syrups in 1litre Bottles:- Amaretto, Banana, Blueberry, Caramel,  Cinnamon, 

Chocolate, Coconut, English Toffee, Hazelnut, Irish Cream, Lemon, Mint, Vanilla, 

Gingerbread, Butterscotch, Chai, Toasted Marshmellow, Cherry, Orange, Raspberry, 

Strawberry. Also Natural Iced Tea syrups. 

Accessories for flavoured syrups 
We stock pumps for use exclusively with the Davinci Syrups, or suitable pumps for the 

Sweetbird syrups. Alternatively we can supply stainless steel pourers. 

 

 Original Spiced Apple Sachets (100x23g) 35p per cup 
Choose from four tempting flavours:- Hot Spiced Apple, Maple, Cranberry or Pear. 

Each sachet has enough ingredient for one mug, just add boiling water. The formula for 

this product ensures it disperses totally in the water producing a clear product with no 

bits, it just requires a quick stir to make sure it is well mixed. 

Hot Chocolate and other Hot Drinks 
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Fairtrade Espresso Coffee Beans (18x500g) TOPFAIR 7p per cup 
This espresso coffee has been carefully constructed using Fairtrade origin Arabica 

coffees from: Co-operative dos Caficultores de Regiao de Lajinha, a small Brazillian 

producer / exporter located in the Lajinha Minas Gerais region of Brazil. 

Fairtrade Range 

Fairtrade Origin Coffee Beans (1kg) 
Single origin coffee beans, from Fairtrade certified estates including Colombia, Peru, 

Costa Rica 

Fairtrade Colombian Cafetiere Sachets (60x2cup) FAIRCAFS 32p per cup 
Cafetiere ground coffee in sachets portioned for a 2 cup cafetiere (cafetiere), Fairtrade 

Mark certified coffee from Colombia, also Decaffeinated Fairtrade cafetiere sachets 

Fairtrade Filter Coffee Sachets (100x3pint) PEN3FTCOL 8p per cup 
Fairtrade Mark Certified filter ground coffee in pre portioned sachets for filter coffee 

machines that brew 1.8 litres (3pints). Origin Fairtrade Filter coffee from either 

Colombia or Peru. 

Fairtrade Decaffeinated Filter Coffee Sachets (100x3pint) PEN3DECFT 
Fairtrade Mark Certified Colombian coffee, Decaffeinated, great Colombian filter 

coffee taste without the Caffeine. 

Fairtrade Instant Coffee Sticks (1x500xSticks) FAIRFDST 6p per cup 
Fairtrade Mark Certified instant coffee in 1 cup sticks, also available as Decaffeinated 

instant coffee sticks. 

Fairtrade Instant Coffee Tins (2x750g) FAIRINT 
Fairtrade Mark Certified instant coffee in bulk tins, also available as Decaffeinated 

instant coffee in tins.. 

Fairtrade 1 cup Tea Bags (2x1100) FAIRCTB 1.5p per cup 
Fairtrade Mark Certified 1 cup catering round tea bags in two bulk bags. 
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Jacksons Fairtrade String and Tag Tea Bags (1x100) JACKFTS 5p per cup 
Jacksons brand of Fairtrade certified tea bags, string and tag in a box of 100. 

Fairtrade Range 

Jacksons Fairtrade Envelope String and Tag Tea Bags (1x300) JACKFTE 
Jacksons Fairtrade string and tag tea bags, each one is in a paper envelope making them 

ideal for hotel bedrooms. 

Fairtrade Chocolate Drink (10x1kg) FAIRCHOC 
Fairtrade Mark certified Instant hot chocolate drink in bulk 1 kilo bags for vending 

machines 

Fairtrade Hot Chocolate Sachets (1x100) FAIRCHS 16p per cup 
Fairtrade Mark Certified instant hot chocolate in single serve sachets to mix with hot 

water. 

Fairtrade Speculoo Biscouts (1x300) LOTUSFT 4p each 
Fairtrade Mark Certified caramelised biscuits to give away with coffee, each is 

individually wrapped and bears the Fairtrade mark logo. 

Fairtrade Brown and White Sugar Sticks (1x1000) PENFTW/B 1p each 
Fairtrade Mark Certified sugar in sticks, each stick bears the Fairtrade mark. 

Fairtrade Decaffeinated espresso ground coffee (100x7g) FAIRDECESP 
If you would like to offer a Fairtrade alternative to your regular espresso bean blend, 

these pre-ground and pre-portioned sachets are ideal and vacuum sealed for freshness. 
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Sustainable and Organic Range 

Kenco Sustainable Coffee (8x1kg) KENSUB 7p per espresso shot 
Kenco Sustainable wholebean coffee for espresso systems which is Rainforest Alliance 

certified. Also available Kenco Continental Dark Roast wholebean coffee. 

Kenco Sustainable Filter Coffee (50x3pint) KENSUS3 10p per cup 
Kenco Sustainable filter coffee sachets which is Rainforest Alliance certified. 

Fairtrade Organic Ethiopian Coffee Beans (5x1kg) FAIRETH 7p per cup 
Fairtrade Mark Certified and Soil Association Certified roasted coffee beans for use 

with espresso and other wholebean coffee systems. 

Tierra Sustainable Wholebean (6x1kg) LAVTIE 8p per espresso 
100% Arabicas from Colombia, Honduras and Peru. Produced in association with the 

Rainforest Alliance, Lavazza have invested in the growing regions. 

Tierra Sustainable Filter Ground Coffee (36x60g) LAVTIEVP 14p per cup 
100% Arabicas from Colombia, Honduras and Peru. Produced in association with the 

Rainforest Alliance, Lavazza have invested in the growing regions. 

Clipper Fairtrade Organic Decaffeinated Instant Coffee (1x500) 

CLIPFTDEC 5p per cup 
Decaffeinated freeze dried Fair Trade Organic coffee sachets, branded Clipper, which is 

one of the higher end brands of Fair Trade Organic Coffee available on today’s market. 
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Cold Drinks 

Dinkum Milkshakes Starter Pack (3x1.8kg) 
Dinkum commercial milkshakes starter kit, includes one commercial spindle mixer, 3 

tubs of ingredient, enough disposable cups, lids and straws to make the drinks supplied 

in the tubs, Point of Sale to advertise the product. 

Dinkum Milkshake Mix (1x1.8kg) DIN 31p per cup 
Includes a case of paper cups,lids and straws (120x12oz or 86x20oz) 

Choose from four luxury flavours:- Strawberry, Banana, Chocolate, Vanilla 

Sweetbird Smoothie Mix (8x1litre) SMO 52p per cup 
Zuma smoothies mixes are a liquid fruit puree which is concentrated, blend with Ice and 

water for a great tasting chilled fruit smoothie. 

Mango, Banana, Strawberry, Strawberry & Banana, Peach, Wild Berry. 

Mixed cases available. 

Zuma Frappe Powder (1x2kg) ZU 36p per cup 
Frappe mix to be blended with ice and milk to make a cold, fresh tasting drink. Great on 

it's own or used as a base for a wide range of blended frappe drinks. 

Choose from 5 Varieties:- Vanilla, Mocha, Caffe, Sticky Toffee, Chocolate. 

Blendtec Ice Blenders 
We supply a number of different Ice Blenders from manufacturers Blendtec, to make 

Frappe and Smoothie drinks you need a commercial grade ice blender to crush the ice 

you use in the drinks. Blendtec ice blenders are designed for commercial use, and so 

will last a long time and be reliable. Ask for more information. 

Twinings Iced Tea in Bottles (12x330ml) 86p per bottle 
Twinings iced tea, ready to drink in bottles with a screw top lid. Flavours are Peach, 

Lemon, Green Tea and Lemon, Raspberry. 

Plastic straws with spoon style end (1x200) SPTRAW 1p each. 
Plastic straws for cold drinks with a spoon style end for scooping up 

frappe or smoothie iced drinks. 
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Cappuccino Compliments 

Barista Training CD Roms and Dvd’s  CD1 
We supply the excellent Barista training CD rom, a interactive guide to help you show 

your staff how to make and prepare gifts. We also supply DVD’s and Books from 

David Schomer –a highly regarded expert in espresso coffee making and espresso based 

beverages. 

Stainless Steel Frothing Jugs for foaming/Steaming Milk FRJ from £9.50 
We provide frothing jugs in 0.6litre, 1litre, 1.5litre and 2 litre sizes to suit your foamed 

milk demands. All feature a pouring spout for easy dosing. 

Spatula For dosing cappuccino foam SPAT £2.88 
Keeping foam back for caffe latte or scooping foam onto cappuccino can be tricky. 

Make life easy with this plastic handled S/S spatula. 

Thermometers for frothing jugs THERM from £11.95 
Overheat your milk and it will create undesirable flavours. If the hand on jug method is 

proving tricky a thermometer will let you know exactly when to stop heating the milk. 

5.5 inch or 8 inch available. 

Hand Tampers for compressing ground coffee TAMPROSE £16.99 
Compressing the ground coffee in your portafilt helps ensure an even extraction and 

good Crema. Hand tampers are available with a wooden handle and aluminium tamping 

base. 

Cleaning Solutions for espresso Coffee Systems PULY £8.50 
Puly Caff cleaning powder in 900g tubs, or Preperation X liquid cleaner for espresso 

machines. Puly Milk in 1 litre containers for automatic milk foamer machines. Cleaning 

tablets for bean to cup systems. Keep you coffee taste tip top with a range of cleaning 

products to suit your coffee system. Also descaling tablets for Bean to Cup Machines, 

Jura Claris water filters for the Jura machines. Brew clean tablets for filter machines. 

Coffee Tool Cleaning brushes with cleaning powder doser. Antiseptic steam arm wipes. 
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Cappuccino Compliments 

7g Stainless Steel Dosing Spoon SSDSP  £3.99 
One level scoop of coffee with this spoon is 7g, for espresso machines 

ISI 1 litre Gourmet Whip polished Stainless Steel Whipper 

ISI 1/2litre Gourmet or Thermo Whip polished Stainless Steel Whipper 
Whipped cream can be used for both Speciality coffee drinks and hotchocolate along 

with a multitude of different servining methods. Use a re-useable ISI whipper with 

liquid whipping cream and N2O gas charges 

ISI N2O nitrous oxide gas charges (1x10) WHIPGAS £4.25 
Pack of ISI gas bulbs, each bulb will charge 1 x 1/2 litre whipper which when used with 

1/2 litre of whipping cream will produce 1 and a half litres of whipped cream. 

Stencils for leaving an impression on top of Cappuccino STEN from £1.99 
Plastic templates to leave a cocoa dust impression on top of cappuccino. 

Real chocolate shavings for topping cappuccino BELC £25.95 
For a luxury topping to Cappuccino, real chocolate shavings add both class and taste. 

Dark chocolate Shavings (3kg) Glass shaving shakers are also available. 

White Mini Marshmellows (20x250g) MINIMM £35.72 
For the most luxurious hot chocolate add a sprinkle of mini marshmellows. 

Cinnamon, Nutmeg & Cocoa Powder for topping cappuccino 
Choose from tubs of Cinnamon or nutmeg powder, or more traditional 

cocoa or chocolate powder for topping cappuccino. Stainless steel 

shakers are available in plain, or embossed with cinnamon or nutmeg. 
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Take out Cups and Disposables 

Solo Bistro Disposable Hot Drink Cups (1x1000) BIST from 3p per cup 
Available in 4oz, 8oz, 10oz, 12oz and 16oz sizes with sip thru lids to purchase 

separately (4oz lids are not sip thru) 

Cityscapes Soho Disposable Hot Drinks Cups (1x1000) SOHO 3p/ cup 
Available in 4oz, 8oz, 10oz, 12oz and 16oz sizes with sip thru lids to purchase 

separately (4oz lids are not sip thru) 

White Disposable Hot Drinks Cups (1x1000) WHT from 4p per cup 
Available in 8oz, 10oz, 12oz and 16oz sizes with sip thru lids to purchase separately 

Benders Milano Barrier Cups (1x1000) BEND from 8p per cup 
Available in 9oz, 12oz and 16oz sizes with sip thru lids to purchase separately. 

 

 Weave design insulated hot drink cups (1x500) WRIP from 6p per cup 
Available in 8oz, 12oz and 16oz sizes with sip thru lids to purchase separately (lids 

packed in 1000’s) 

 

 Lavazza branded disposable hot drink cups (1x1000) LAVT from 3p/cup 
Available in 4oz, 8oz, 10oz and 12oz sizes with sip thru lids to purchase separately (lids 

packed in 1000’s) 

 

 Enviroware Biodegradeable hot drink cups (1x1000) from 5p per cup 
Available in 9oz, 10oz, 12oz and 16oz sizes with sip thru lids to purchase separately 

(lids packed in 1000’s and they are not Biodegradeable) 

 

 Coffee Clutch for disposable coffee cups (1x2000) from 2.4p each 
These are cardboard wraps for disposable cups that provide an insulating second layer, 

particularly useful if you purchase single wall cups and supply a large amount of take 

out teas. Sizes to fit 8oz/10oz cups and also 12oz/16oz cups. Plain brown cardboard. 
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Take out Cups and Disposables 

Clear Plastic Cups for cold take out drinks (1x1000) from 5p per cup 
Clear plastic cups for take out cold drinks, clear dome lids with straw 

hole available in matching sizes. Available in 9oz, 14oz and 16oz sizes. 

Ecoware Biodegradable Clear Plastic Cups (1x1000) from 5p per cup 
Clear plastic cups for take out cold drinks, clear dome lids with straw 

hole available in matching sizes. Available in 9oz, 14oz and 16oz sizes. 

Spoon Straws (1x200) under 1p each 
The ideal straw for use with smoothies and frappes, this straw has a scoop like end 

allowing the user to scoop up thicker cold drinks for easier consumption. 

 

 Bendy Straws (1x250) under 1p each 
Box of bendy straws, with a corrugated bend point three quaters way up the straw 

allowing the user to bend the straw top in any desired direction. 

 

 Plastic Stirrers (1x5000) under 1p each 
Plastic stirrers for hot drinks 11cm/4.5inch long. Also available teaspoons and medium 

size spoons. 

 

 Wooden Stirrers - 5" (1x10x1000) or 7.5" (1x5x1000) under 1p each 
Wooden stirrers for take out drinks, 5" for smaller takeout, 7" for the bigger sizes. 

 

 Carry Handle Take Out Paper bags in a range of sizes 4p each 
Take out paper bags with a carry handle in either Kraft Brown or White. Choose from 

Small (7x9x3.5"), Medium (8x9x4.5") or Large (10x12x5.5"). Also at an amazing price 

small size carry handle Go Fresh branded take out bags. 
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Individually Wrapped Products 

Pennine Fairtrade White and Brown Sugar Sticks (1x1000) 1p each 
Fairtrade Mark certified White and Brown sugar in sticks, also branded with our 

pennine logo. 

White and Brown Sugar Sachets (1x1000) under 1p each 
White or Brown sugar in generic design sachets offer great value for money. 

Lavazza branded white or brown sugar sticks (1x1000) 1p each 
White or brown sugar sticks with the Lavazza logo on. 

 

 Splenda Sweetner tablets in sachets (3x300) SPLENDA 1p each 
Splenda the Low Calorie sweetner. 

 

 Whitener sachets for tea and coffee (1x250) PENWHIT 2p each 
Whitener (powdered milk) in sachets for use in hot drinks. 

 

 Nescafe Original and Decaffeinated Instant Coffee Sticks (1x200) 8p each 
Nescafe brand original instant coffee in one cup sticks and also in Decaffeinated 1 cup 

coffee sticks. 

 

 Freeze dried and Decaffeinated coffee sachets (1x1000) from 5p each 
Instant coffee in sachets for a single serving cup or mug, also available in decaffeinated. 

 

 Fairtrade Freeze dried and Decaffeinated coffee sticks (1x500) 6p each 
Fairtrade Instant coffee in sticks for a single serving cup or mug, also available in 

decaffeinated. 

 

 
Suchard Hot Chocolate Drink Sachets (1x100) SUCSACH 19p each 
Suchard luxurious drinking chocolate mix in single mug serving sachets. 
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Individually Wrapped Products 

Continental Hot Drinking Chocolate Sachets (1x100) PENCON 12p each 
Special formula instant hot drinking chocolate mix in single serve mug sachets. 

Fairtrade Hot Drinking Chocolate Sachets (1x100) FAIRCHS 16p each 
Fairtrade Mark certified hot drinking chocolate mix in single serve mug sachets. 

Lotus Speculoo individually wrapped biscuits (1x300) LOTUS 3p each 
Lotus brand caramelised biscuits, each rectangular biscuits is individually wrapped. 

 

 Fairtrade Caramelised Biscuits (1x300) LOTUSFT 4p each 
Rectangule caramelised biscuits to give away with coffee, Fairtrade mark certified. 

 

 Ind. wrapped chocolate coated coffee beans (2x900g) CHCOVBE 3p each 
Roasted coffee beans, coated in chocolate and individually wrapped. 

 

 Traditional Italian Pannetonne Cake (48x80g) PANT 77p each 
Italian traditional Pannetonne cake, individually wrapped. 

 

 Italian Biscotti (1x24) BISALM 35p each 
Long Italian biscotti biscuits, available in Almond, Chocolate Chip or Lemon Coated 

nut raisin flavours. 

 

 Mini Cantuccini (1x3kg) BISMIN 7p each 
Individually wrapped mini (7g) cantuccini in Almond or Chocolate Chip varieties. 

 

 
Grandma Wilds Flapjacks (1x40) GWPFL 46p each 
Original, Chocolate, Banoffee, Bakewell or Yoghurt flavours. 
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Individually Wrapped Products 

Grandma Wilds twin pack biscuits (4x25) GWATP  16p each 
Packs of two biscuits in clear cellophone with Grandma Wilds logo, mixture of 

Chocolate chip, Oat, Ginger, Wholemeal 

Border Biscuits twin pack biscuits (5x20) BORD1 19p each 
Packs of two biscuits in colourful plastic wrapper, mixture of Butterscotch Crunch, 

Chocolate Chip Brownies, Chocolate Chip Shortbread rings, Viennese Whirls and 

Crumbles 

 

 Soft Centre Amaretti (1x500) BISSOFT 14p each 
Soft Amaretti individually wrapped. 

 

 Cafe Maid cream portions for coffee (1x240) CAFEMA 5p each 
Single cup portions of Cafe Maid for use with coffee. 

 

 Millac Maid milk portions for tea or coffee (1x240) MILACMA 5p each 
Single cup portions of Millac Maid milk portions for use with tea or coffee. 

 

 UHT Milk Pots for tea or coffee (1x120) MILKPOTS 3p each 
Single cup portions of UHT milk to use with tea or coffee 

 

 Dairystix Semi Skimmed Milk Sticks (1x200) DAIRS 3p each 
Single cup portions of UHT semi skimmed milk for use with tea or coffee. 

 

 Individually Wrapped Chocolate Squares (1x200) 
Chocolate squares individually wrapped. 

 

 Lavazza branded wrapped items (1x200) LAVCH 4p each 
Choose from Mini Shortbread Biscuits, Cocoa Dusted Almonds or Chocolate Squares. 
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Instant machine ingredients / Incup 

Worlds Finest Colombian Freeze Dried Coffee (10x300g) 3p per cup 
Pure Colombian coffee, freeze dried for use with hot water 

Worlds Finest Select Freeze Dried Coffee (10x300g) 3p per cup 
A blend of origin coffee providing a strong bodied freeze dried coffee 

 

 Worlds Finest Cappuccino Topping (10x1kg) 3p per cup 
Milk powder for use with instant machines. 

 

 Worlds Finest Dutch Hot Chocolate (10x1kg) 7p per cup 
Rich and luxurious hot chocolate mix for use with hot water. 

 

 Kenco Really Smooth Coffee Granules (10x300g) 4p per cup 
The great taste and superior quality of Kenco freeze dried, available in economical 300g 

bags. Ideal for using in vending machines. 

 

 
Kenco Sustainable (10x300g) 4p per cup 
The new range of Kenco Sustainable Development coffee is made from 100% 

sustainably-farmed beans - certified by the Rainforest Alliance. This means it helps to 

improve the social and economic outlook for farming communities, as well as their 

access to education and medical care. 

 

 Gold Blend White Coffee Incup (12x25) INGBWH 12p each 
Gold blend coffee with whitener in individual plastic cups. 

 

 Gold Blend Black Coffee Incup (12x25) INGGBBL 11p each 
Gold Blend Black coffee in individual plastic cups. 

 

 P.G. White Tea Incup (12x25) INGPGW 10p each 
White Tea in individual plastic cups. 

 

 Cadbury Drinking Chocolate Incup (12x25) INGCH 13p each 
Cadbury hot chocolate in individual plastic cups. 
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Capsules / Paper Pods 

Single Paper espresso Coffee pods POD1 (150x7g) 19p per cup 
A rich espresso blend, finely ground and sealed in a paper pod. 

Double Paper espresso Coffee pods POD2 (100x14g) 14p per cup 
A rich espresso blend, finely ground and sealed in a paper pod to make two espresso’s 

 

 Decaffeinated Paper Coffee pods  POD4 (100x7g) 22p per cup 
Decaffeinated coffee, finely ground and packed in a paper pod. 

 

 Lavazza Gran Crema Paper Coffee Pod LAVPOD1 (150x7g) 24p per cup 
A blend with a rich and intense flavour, features full-body and balanced characteristic.  

 

 
Lavazza Decaffeinated Paper Pod  LAVDEKP (108x14g) 30p per cup 
Decaffeinated coffee finely ground and packed in a paper coffee pod. 

 

 Lavazza Espresso Point Capsules (50x2) 39p per cup 
Plastic capsules to use in the original Lavazza espresso point machine, three different 

coffee blends are available, the plastic capsules are packed in sachets of two capsules.  

 

 

Kenco Singles Capsules (8x20) from 16p each 
Plastic capsules of ingredient exclusively for use with the Kenco Singles drinks 

machine, a handy way to serve a range of drinks quickly and easily. Choose from 

Medium coffee, PG Tea Cappio Cappuccino, Suchard Hot Chocolate and 

Decaffeinated. 
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Porcelain Cups 

Plain white espresso, small, medium and large cups & saucers   
Available with either standard or off centre saucers. 

Topa De Coda small and large cups & saucers  
Available with off centre saucers. 

Lavazza branded espresso, small and medium cups & saucers  
Available with regular saucers 

Own label custom printed porcelain cups and saucers 
Over the page you will find  a price matrix for custom printed porcelain cups and 

saucers, you will see we offer a range of different style cups and saucers which you can 

buy as plain, with single logo or with two logos. Ordering is simple:- 

Send us your logo and a list of the items you would like it on. 

We will e-mail you a graphic design of the finished items and confirm the quote. 

We can revise the graphic design until  you are happy with  the size and position of the 

logo on each item. 

E-mail us the order confirmation together with the pannetone reference numbers. 

Delivery is 2-3 weeks from artwork confirmation. 

There is a one-off logo origination charge (paid once with the first order), 1 Colour 

£100 + VAT, each additional colour add £40 + VAT. 

Prices listed overleaf are all + VAT. 
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Porcelain Cups 
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Personalised Products 

Custom Printed Disposables - Take Out Cups, Clear Cups, Coffee 
Clutches 
 
We can arrange for your own logo to be printed on a variety of catering disposables, including Hot drink Paper 
Cups for coffee to go, the Coffee Clutch wraps you use around hot drink paper cups and also clear plastic 
smoothie cups. The price you pay will reduce if you order a greater number of the cups or clutches for printing, we 
have listed pricing here for the minimum volume to have printing done. 
 
Custom Printing on Coffee Clutches 
   1 Colour Print   2 Colour Print    3 Colour Print 
Brown 12/16oz   £34.99 + VAT   £37.39 + VAT    £38.91 + VAT 
Brown 8/10oz   £32.99 + VAT   £34.33 + VAT    £36.85 + VAT 
White 12/16oz   £41.25 + VAT   £42.76 + VAT    £44.28 + VAT 
White 8/10oz   £39.25 + VAT   £40.75 + VAT    £42.26 + VAT 
The prices above are per case of 1000 coffee clutch sleeves, minimum order quanity is 50 cases - that is 50,000 
coffee clutches. Please add £125 + VAT per colour and per size for artwork origination. Lead time from artwork 
approval is approximately 8 weeks. Payment terms are 50% of the order value upfront, with the remainder to be 
paid on delivery of the cluches. 
 
Custom Printed Hot Paper Cups Single Wall 
     1 or 2 colours   3 or 4 colours 
8oz Cups - Minimum 10,000 Cups  £53.00 + VAT   £62.00 + VAT 
8oz Cups - Minimum 25,000 Cups  £45.00 + VAT   £50.00 + VAT 
12oz Cups - Minimum 10,000 Cups  £68.00 + VAT   £81.00 + VAT 
12 oz Cups - Minimum 25,000 Cups  £58.00 + VAT   £64.00 + VAT 
16oz Cups - Minimum 10,000 Cups  £85.00 + VAT   £102.00 + VAT 
16oz Cups - Minimum 25,000 Cups  £72.00 + VAT   £80.00 + VAT 
Prices for custom printed cups are per case of 1,000 cups, with the minimum order being as displayed either 10 
cases or 25 cases. There is an artwork origination charge of £150 + VAT per colour. Approximate lead time is 8 to 
10 weeks after artwork approval. Payment terms are 50% of the order value on artwork approval with the balance 
due when the order is delivered. 
 
Custom Printed Hot Paper Cups DOUBLE Wall 
      1 or 2 colours   3 or 4 colours 
8oz Cups - Minimum 10,000 Cups   £121 + VAT   £142 + VAT 
8oz Cups - Minimum 25,000 Cups   £103 + VAT   £115 + VAT 
12oz Cups - Minimum 10,000 Cups   £127 + VAT   £151 + VAT  
12 oz Cups - Minimum 25,000 Cups   £110 + VAT   £119 + VAT 
16oz Cups - Minimum 10,000 Cups   £151 + VAT   £177 + VAT 
16oz Cups - Minimum 25,000 Cups   £126 + VAT   £141 + VAT 
Prices for custom printed cups are per case of 1,000 cups, with the minimum order being as displayed either 10 
cases or 25 cases. There is an artwork origination charge of £150 + VAT per colour. Approximate lead time is 8 to 
10 weeks after artwork approval. Payment terms are 50% of the order value on artwork approval with the balance 
due when the order is delivered. 
 
Custom Printed Clear Plastic Smoothie Cups 
    1 Colour   2 Colour   3 Colour 
12oz per box 1000   £65.00 + VAT   £67.00 + VAT   £70.50 + VAT 
16oz per box 1000  £69.00 + VAT   £70.75 + VAT   £74.50 + VAT 
Prices listed above are per a box of 1000 cups, minimum order is 15,000 cups (15 cases). There is an artwork 
origination charge of £125 + VAT per colour and per cup size. Delivery is 6 to 8 weeks from approval of artwork. 
Payment terms are 50% of the order value on artwork approval with the balance due when the order is delivered. 
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Terms and Conditions Of Trading 

Please study these terms and conditions as the placing of an order is held to be an acceptance of them. 

 

Interpretation - "Buyer" means the legal person or their agent whose order for goods is accepted by the seller. In the absence of manifest evidence to the con-

trary the seller shall be entitled to assume that the person giving the order is an authorised representative of the buyer. "Goods" means the goods that the seller is to 

supply or services including but not limited to servicing, repairs and training to the buyer subject to the seller conditions. "Seller/Company" means Pennine Tea and 

Coffee Limited. "Conditions" means the terms and conditions of trading set out in this document, which shall govern to the exclusion of any other, terms and condi-

tions. "Order" means an order given orally or in writing using an acceptable form of communication (such as telephone, email, facsimile) and in both cases given by 

an authorised representative of the buyer. The seller’s price lists, catalogues and quotations do not constitute offers by the seller. Any typographical, written, clerical 

or other error or omission in any literature, quotation, price list, catalogue, invoice or other document issued by the seller shall be subject to correction without liabil-

ity on the part of the seller. 

New Accounts - Both a credit application form and Direct Debit mandate must be filled in full and satisfactory trade reference must be received before a credit 

account may be opened. The company reserves the right to request advance payment in full for the first or any subsequent order, and to cancel any credit accounts 

without notice. 

Payment Terms - Payment for goods is due at the time of delivery either by cash or cheque to our van driver (not a courier) or credit/debit card unless the seller 

has agreed credit terms. These credit terms are strictly 30 days nett from the date of invoice. Payment by Direct Debit will be collected as per the note on the invoice 

(usually on the 25th day or nearest banking day following the month of the invoice) Overdue invoices will be subject to charge for simple interest from the due date 

at bank base rate plus 8% under legislation effective 01/11/2000 in the late payment of commercial debts (interest) act 1988. The seller reserves the right to suspend 

delivery or further deliveries and/or cancel allowances of credit in the event of any payments not being made when due or if the seller at its discretion at any time 

considers the financial circumstances  of the buyer have ceased to justify the payment terms previously agreed. The buyer may not set off any payments due to them. 

No payment will be deemed to have been received until they are cleared funds. Time for the payment of the price shall be of the essence. 

Costs - Any costs incurred by the company for third party collection, court and legal fees and all other expenses will be charged to and payable by the buyer. Rep-

resented or returned cheques will be charged at £10.00 plus vat each time. 
Prices - All prices shown are strictly nett and are subject to change without prior notification. All products will be invoiced at price ruling on the day of dispatch. 

All prices quoted are exclusive of Value Added Tax, which will be charged at the rate prevailing at the time of delivery. Our price list is not an offer and any current 

price list replaces all others. All prices are quoted exworks and can be subject to a carriage charge. 

Claims - Notification of non-arrival must be received within 2 days of invoice. Claims for damage must be in writing within 3 days. The buyer must examine the 

goods on delivery and sign the delivery note including a note on any damage or shortage. A clear signature must be given, signatures endorsed unchecked or unex-

amined are not acceptable and will be regarded by the seller as a clear signature. 

Indemnity - The buyer shall indemnify the seller against all claims made against the seller in relation to the goods for which if the claims were made by the 

buyer against the seller the seller would have no liability. The buyer shall indemnify the seller against all loss, damage, injury, costs and expenses (including without 

limitation professional fees incurred) suffered by the seller. Any recommendation or advice given by the seller or its employees or its agents is acted upon entirely at 

the buyers own risk and accordingly the seller shall not be liable therefore. 

Change of ownership - The buyer(s) agree that if they sell their business they will still be liable for all outstanding invoice/cost of themselves and the people 

that they have sold their business to unless they inform the company in writing of their purchaser/the new buyer details. The company will in writing acknowledge 

the details of the new buyer who must fill in a new credit account application form and direct debit mandate then the buyer will only be responsible for their own 

debts. 

Bankruptcy – If the buyer has a receiver appointed over any of its assets or (being an individual or firm) becomes bankrupt or compounds with its creditors or 

(being a company) becomes insolvent or goes into liquidation then without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to the seller the full price for the goods 

shall be immediately payable. If the price for any delivered goods is not forthwith paid the seller shall have the right to enter the buyers premises and reprocess 

goods. 

Delivery - Any dates and times are approximate and early or late delivery will not be an acceptable reason for refusing goods and the seller shall not be liable for 

any expense the buyer may incur for early or late delivery. The seller shall determine method, date and time of delivery. Postponement of delivery at the buyer’s 

request or the failure on the buyers part to accept delivery then the buyer shall be liable to pay the seller all extra expenses. The seller reserves the right to suspend 

delivery or further deliveries and/or cancel allowance of credit in the event of any payments not being made when due.  

Returns - The company does not operate a sales or return policy.The seller shall not be liable for any goods returned. 

Title - The title in any goods supplied shall remain invested in the seller until unconditional payment in full is received and cleared through the seller’s bank ac-

count, but risk and liability thereon shall pass to the buyer on delivery. The buyer shall keep goods in such a manner that they shall be identifiable by the seller and 

the buyer shall keep the goods in an acceptable condition and comprehensively insured against normal perils and commercial risk. The buyer may sell the goods in 

normal course of its business but in a fiduciary capacity as a bailee of the goods and pursue all claims of goods. In the event of non-payment by the buyer by the due 

date, the seller shall be entitled without prejudice and in addition to all other rights to enter (with or without notice) the property where the goods are and recover 

possession of them. The buyer hereby grants the seller an irrevocable right to enter any premises of the buyer for the said purpose. 

Cancellation - After an order has been accepted by the seller the order can only be cancelled with the sellers consent and the buyer shall be liable for any costs 

expended by the seller on account of the said cancellation. 

Intellectual Property Rights - Trademarks, copyrights and others (Intellectual property rights) belong to their owners and the buyer agrees they can only be 

used with the owners permission in writing and the seller cannot give that permission. The buyer agrees that they or their employees or agents cannot remove or alter 

any intellectual property rights and if permission is given must only use them with the owners product and not misrepresent them. 
Warranty - Warranties for machinery are subject to the manufactories terms and conditions and as well as these terms and conditions. 

Please Note - These terms and conditions shall automatically take priority over the buyers conditions of purchase regardless of their content and the buyers act of 

providing an order constitutes acceptance of the sellers terms and conditions of trading and this contract shall be subject to English Law.  

Data Protection Act - Where you provide the company with personal data ("data") you understand that the data will be held securely in confidence and proc-

essed for the purpose of carrying out the company’s business and associated activities in operating a trading account with the company, you accept that the company 

may consult and disclose the data to credit reference agencies, banks and other responsible organisations outside the company's business that the company as nomi-

nated ("third parties") and that such third 
Parties may process the data. You understand that under the Act you have the right to know what data the company holds on you if you apply to the company in 

writing and pay the applicable fee. 

The Customer/Buyer agrees to:- 
a) When using the sellers equipment only  the sellers and no other companies products are to be used in/with the sellers machinery. 

b) Clean all equipment daily and accept  charges incurred through staff misuse, accidental or malicious damage including all glassware i.e. jugs. 

c) Replace any of the sellers equipment if it is lost or stolen and fully insure all equipment for the replacement cost. 

d) No responsibility will be accepted by the seller for any failure caused by poor water supply particularly in the case of limescale. 

 


